Contemporary approaches that use fluctuating asymmetry (FA) as a possible target for natural and sexual selection are based on the premise that FA is a quantifiable expression of developmental instability (DI) that is inherited. Previous work with Drosophila buzzatii found that male mating success was correlated positively to body size (wing length) and negatively to FA, but these relationships seem to be environmentally induced. Heritability of FA was low and not significantly different from zero, but statistical power was also estimated to be very low and, hence, no conclusive evidence could be obtained. A large half-sib mating design is used here to examine the relationships of different aspects of development for wing size. Consistently with previous findings, I found high heritabilities for wing length (WL) and wing width (WW), and positive correlations between both traits.
Introduction
The genetic basis of fluctuating asymmetry (FA, i.e. small random deviations from symmetry in otherwise bilaterally symmetrical characters; Van Valen, 1962; Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Leary & Allendorf, 1989; Markow, 1995) continues to be a matter of considerable interest and controversy. The subtle, nondirectional differences typically found between right and left sides of bilateral traits have been thought of to arise as a result of nongenetic developmental noise (e.g. Waddington, 1957; Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer et al., 1993) . Under this assumption both sides of a symmetrical structure are uniformly controlled by the same set of genes and, accordingly, the additive genetic correlation between sides, which is a measure of the effects of pleiotropy and ⁄ or linkage disequilibrium (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) , should be one. However, contemporary approaches that use FA as an index of the overall genetic quality of an individual and as a possible target for natural and sexual selection are based on the premise that FA provides a quantifiable expression of developmental instability (DI) that is inherited (Møller, 1993a,b; review in Møller & Swaddle, 1998) . Although in the context of sexual selection remains controversial, the idea that FA is heritable is not new (Mather, 1953; Reeve, 1960) . There are indeed a number of carefully conducted studies that altogether suggest that there is a small genetical basis for FA (heritabilities typically less than 0.1; Whitlock & Fowler, 1997; Gangestad & Thornhill, 1999; Van Dongen, 2000; Van Dongen & Lens, 2000) . Yet, this conclusion has been questioned on the grounds that: (1) it may not reflect a genuine biological phenomenon but a clear case of selective reporting resulting from strong theoretical preconceptions (Palmer, 2000, pp. 458-460) ; and (2) one more survey of the published literature asserts the topic remains completely unresolved (Fuller & Houle, 2002) .
There are a number of problems in using FA as an estimate of an individual's ability to buffer its phenotype from genetic and ⁄ or environmental perturbations. First, in organisms with one axis of symmetry much of the FA variation in a population will probably reflect developmental noise and FA will correlate only loosely with underlying DI because it is an attempt to estimate a variance with two data points (right and left; see Whitlock, 1996 Whitlock, , 1998 Van Dongen, 1998) . Accordingly, the estimate of DI has a high sampling error and there is an upper limit that the heritability of observed FA cannot exceed (see Gangestad & Thornhill, 1999; Van Dongen & Lens, 2000) . Secondly, the basis for developmental noise is not well understood; however, one way it could arise is as a natural consequence of the extant genetic variation in the development of bilateral traits through epigenetic phenomena resulting from stochastic fluctuations in the numbers of expressed molecules (Goss & Peccoud, 1998; Klingenberg & Nijhout, 1999) . In addition, low heritabilities of FA can occur without any heritable variation specifically controlling for this trait.
Probably the best-documented example for genetic involvement in FA (but see below) comes from studies of two genes conferring insecticide resistance in the Australian sheep blowfly. Resistant alleles at two loci (Rop-1 and Rdl) also greatly increase levels of asymmetry in bristle counts, and are dominant in this respect (McKenzie & Clarke, 1988; McKenzie & Yen, 1995) . Yet, the remarkably strong effects of these genes on FA suggest that they may not be representative of putative genes affecting the additive genetic component of FA in general. Additional support for this claim comes from a close inspection of Fig. 2 in McKenzie & Yen (1995) .
Thus, an approximate pattern of ÔidealÕ FA (i.e. a normal distribution of right-minus left-side scores whose mean is zero; see Palmer, 1994) in the wild-type genotype susceptible to the cyclodiene insecticide dieldrin changes into bimodal (platykurtic) distributions about zero (i.e. antisymmetry; Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer, 1994) in the resistant Rdl ⁄ + and Rdl ⁄ Rdl genotypes. Contrary to these findings, the standard model of the relationship between FA and DI predicts that leptokurtosis resulting from a combination of normal distributions with different variances will necessarily arise when individual differences in development instability exist within a population (Palmer & Strobeck, 1992; Leung & Forbes, 1997; Gangestad & Thornhill, 1999; Houle, 2000) . A heritable basis for antisymmetry has long been assumed and Palmer & Strobeck (1992) have stressed that bimodal (platykurtic) distributions of right-minus-left for a given bilateral character seem inappropriate as descriptors of underlying DI (but see Graham et al., 1993a,b; Freebairn et al., 1996) .
Previous work with Drosophila buzzatii found that male mating success was correlated positively to body size (Santos et al., 1988 (Santos et al., , 1992 Leibowitz et al., 1995; Norry et al., 1995) and negatively to FA (Norry et al., 1998) , but these relationships seem to be environmentally induced (Santos, 1996 (Santos, , 2001 ). The heritabilities of both body size (as measured by wing length) and FA were estimated from nested half-sib designs in mating (i.e. successful) and nonmating males whose body size was determined largely by environmental conditions (Santos, 1996) . Heritability of FA was low and not significantly different from zero, although wing length showed intermediate heritability (Santos, 2001) . However, statistical power (i.e. the probability of getting a significant result given that the null hypothesis is false) to detect genetic variation in FA was estimated to be very low ($10%). Hence, no conclusive evidence regarding the heritability of FA (and therefore DI) in D. buzzatii males could be obtained and thus I decided to undertake a new study in a large random-bred laboratory population. In addition to wing length, wing width was also measured because it is not clear what type of selection acts directly on genes determining body size within the constraints imposed by correlated characters. Nor is it clear whether wing area or other traits such as aspect ratio or wing loading (see below) are the principal targets of selection. This paper reports the results of a half-sib breeding design to provide heritability estimates of directional asymmetry (DA), FA and DI of wing size in D. buzzatii males.
Materials and methods

Base stocks and fly handling
The D. buzzatii flies used in the experiments originated from 152 isofemale strains derived from Carboneras (Almería; 37°N, 1°9¢W; for details see Ruiz et al., 1986) in September 1994. A large outbreeding population was founded in January 1996 by plaxing approximately 10-12 pairs of flies from each strain into a Plexiglas cage (36 · 26 · 26 cm). The population was since kept in mass culture on a 12 : 12 light ⁄ dark cycle at 23°C with uncontrolled humidity, and maintained by introducing three fresh bottles containing 50 mL of David's killedyeast Drosophila medium (David, 1962) once a week and removing them after 5 weeks. The population had breeding adult numbers of more than 1200-1500 adults each generation.
Approximately 1 year after the population cage was set up and during three consecutive days, five bottles were introduced for egg collections and left in the cage for 12 h. The bottles were then placed at 23°C and the adults allowed to eclose. This derived sample from the base population was subsequently propagated by allowing 12 groups of approximately 20-25 pairs of flies each to start laying eggs on day 6 in fresh bottles, and transferring the flies to new bottles every 48 h before being discarded after the third transfer. The eclosing adults were then randomly distributed in four plastic cages (18 · 14.5 · 9.5 cm) for egg collections. Eggs for the experiment were collected over a 4-h period on Petri dishes containing non-nutritive agar with a generous smear of live yeast. After the egg-laying period, the Petri dishes were incubated at 25°C for 26 h. Newly hatched first-instar larvae were collected and transferred to vials (10.8 cm depth, 3 cm diameter) containing 20 mL of food. A large number of vials with 80 firstinstar larvae each was produced and placed in the incubator at 23°C (12 : 12 L : D cycle) with uncontrolled humidity.
Emerging flies (12-18 h old) were separated by sex and kept in groups of $30 flies for approximately 1 week. A sample of 300 males were individually crossed to four well-fed virgin females and flies were left to mate for 48 h, after which time the males were discarded and the females transferred to a new vial. Twenty eggs (£16 h) from each of up to three randomly chosen females mated to each male were individually placed in a vial (8 cm depth, 2 cm diameter with 7 mL of food) at 23°C. Vials were thoroughly mixed in the incubator so that the offspring of dams mated to the same sire were not associated during the remainder of the experiment. Emerging progeny were stored in Eppendorf tubes with a 3 : 1 mixture of alcohol and glycerol at 4°C until wings were removed and fixed in DPX under coverslips on microscope slides. One random son from each female (see below) was measured for wing length (WL) and wing width (WW) on both wings. WL was measured from the proximal junction of fourth and fifth longitudinal veins to the intersection of the third longitudinal vein with the distal wing margin. WW was measured as the length of an imaginary line across the intersection of the posterior crossvein with the fourth longitudinal vein and forming a right angle with the second longitudinal vein ( Fig. 1 ; see Leibowitz et al., 1995 for details) . Wings were measured in a random order according to sires' family and offspring. After an entire round of measurements on all individuals was completed, an additional round was taken so that each wing was measured two (independent) times.
For the statistical analyses (see below) I managed to obtain a fully balanced dataset by sampling one son from each of those three dams per sire that had produced at least 10 offspring, also avoiding high differences in larval and ⁄ or pupal mortality among vials. The final dataset consisted of 263 sires with three half-sibs each. All fly handling was done at room temperature using CO 2 anaesthesia, on flies not less than 12 h after eclosion (D. buzzatii males are sexually immature prior to 24 h at 25°C; Barker & Fredline, 1985; Santos et al., 1992) . 
Fluctuating asymmetry
Several tests were performed to assess whether the distribution of the signed differences between the right and left wings, designated as (R ) L), represented ideal fluctuating asymmetry as opposed to directional or antisymmetry, i.e. a normal distribution of signed asymmetry with zero mean (Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer, 1994; Swaddle et al., 1994) . A mean deviating from zero would indicate DA. DA is thought to be genetically determined and not the result of DI (Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer et al., 1993 ; but see Graham et al., 1993a) . Even if no DA was present, causal variance components for DA were also estimated because Leamy et al. (1997) have shown that there can be genetic variation for DA even in traits which exhibit no significant DA (see below).
The absolute value of FA scores (|R ) L|) was used to characterize the degree of asymmetry of individuals (index FA1 in Palmer, 1994) . These variables will, in theory, be approximately half-normally distributed. To test for size dependence of FA, regressions of the unsigned |R ) L| asymmetries on trait size were performed for WL and WW, and in both cases the slopes were not significantly different from zero (WL:
Repeatability
Taking repeated measures and estimating the repeatability of morphological variation is particularly important in any thorough study of FA for two reasons. First, measurement error alone can cause apparent FA by creating random differences between R and L sides, and the important point is whether the observed FA exceeds that attributable to measurement error (Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer, 1994; Swaddle et al., 1994; Merilä & Bjö rklund, 1995; see below) . Secondly, repeatability provides an approximate upper limit to heritability (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) . Patterns of individual FA can be translated into patterns of DI through division by the hypothetical repeatability R, which represents the proportion of variation in individual FA caused by individual variation in DI (Whitlock, 1996) . R was calculated here as:
where V FA ( ¼ mean square of Ôindividual · sideÕ interaction; see below), V |FA| and V ME ( ¼ r 2 m below) are the variances of signed and unsigned FA and measurement error, respectively (Van Dongen, 1998).
Half-sib analyses
As indicated above, the half-sibling data for estimation of quantitative genetic parameters were balanced. Thus, variance component estimations were made by conventional least-squares (ANOVA) methods and are also restricted maximum likelihood (REML) solutions (Searle et al., 1992) . The following linear model was used:
where y ijkl is the size (WL, WW) from the lth (l ¼ 1, 2) measurement of the kth (right, left) side of the jth (j ¼ 1, 2, 3) offspring (son) of the ith (i ¼ 1, …, 263) sire mated to dam j, l is the overall mean, s i is the random effect of the ith sire, o j(i) is the random effect of the jth offspring within sire i, S k is the fixed effect of side, and e ijkl is the residual error ( ¼ measurement error; r 2 m ) associated with the lth trait measurement of the kth side in the ijth individual. Model (2) uses the method described in Santos (2001) and embodies the conventional mixed model, two-way analysis of variance to assess the significance of FA (index FA10 in Palmer, 1994) . Thus, the variation explained by all individual flies (I ¼ 263 · 3) for the corresponding metric trait (WL, WW) is decomposed into that attributable to sires (s i ) and their offspring (o j(i) ), and the variation caused by the Ôindividual · sideÕ (I · S) interaction (which assesses FA; Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer, 1994 ; but see Santos, 2001 and Appendix) is further decomposed to estimate the causal variance components for DA. The magnitude of the residual error variance (r 2 m ) relative to that for the interaction (r 2 I Â S ) provides an appropriate estimate of measurement error. Santos (2001) describes how estimates of causal variance components and narrow-sense heritabilities of WL, WW, DA WL , and DA WW can be derived from eqn 2.
Heritabilities of FA (FA WL , FA WW ) were estimated from separated nested ANOVAs of sire and offspring-withinsire. Similarly, genetic and environmental correlations for size traits and FA were estimated from the corresponding ANCOVAs (see Becker, 1984) . Analyses were performed with un-transformed half-normal FA1 values as well as normalized (but see below) distributions using a Box-Cox power transformation of the form (FA1 + 0.00005) 0.33 (see Leamy, 1999) . Standard errors of causal variance-covariance components were estimated using a delete-one jackknifing because it provides a robust and effective method when applied to estimation problems involving variance functions (see Sokal & Rohlf, 1981, pp. 795-799; Knapp et al., 1989; Mitchell-Olds & Bergelson, 1990) . A total of n ¼ 263 pseudovalues were obtained by dropping, in turn, each sires' family and calculating:
(caret denotes Ôan estimator ofÕ) where / i is the ith pseudovalue,Ĥ H N is the corresponding variance-covariance estimate using all N families, andĤ H NÀ1;i is that estimate calculated by dropping the ith family alone. The jackknife estimate is the average of / i , and its standard error is given by
Jackknife estimates of heritabilities, genetic and environmental correlations and their standard errors were also obtained, but in the case of genetic correlations the jackknife estimate was not considered when at least one pseudovalue could not be calculated because of a negative covariance in the denominator. Approximate 95% jackknife confidence intervals were obtained as / / AE 2SE. All statistical analyses reported in this paper were performed with STATISTICA (StatSoft, 1997) and MATLAB (ver. 5; The Math Works, 1998). Table 1 gives the values of some basic statistic parameters as well as variance-covariance jackknife estimates and their approximate 95% confidence intervals that allow to asses the degree to which the right-and left-side wing size traits are under common genetic and environmental control. From this table we can draw several tentative conclusions. First, average signed asymmetries (R ) L) do not significantly differ from zero (see below). Secondly, size traits are highly heritable, as reflected in the ratio of the additive genetic variances to the corresponding random environmental variances. Thirdly, the additive genetic correlations do not significantly differ from +1, which basically indicates that the sizes of right and left wings are determined by the same set of genes. Fourthly, the environmental correlations are strong, suggesting that the environmental determinants for right-left size do not act independently (but notice thate ðR; LÞ < 1 in both cases). A somewhat intriguing result was that the estimates of the additive genetic variance for right and left wings appear to be different, which obviously cannot be attributed to scaling effects. Nonetheless, it is difficult to attach much significance to this and it is likely that the differences are the result of sampling effects because the estimates of the additive genetic covariances are in between.
Results
The results from model (2) are given in Table 2 . Signed asymmetries (R ) L) were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. WL: D ¼ 0.018, n.s.; WW: D ¼ 0.019, n.s.) and centred on zero for both traits (ÔsidesÕ effect, Table 2 ), indicating that the data display fluctuating asymmetry rather than directional asymmetry or antisymmetry (notice, however, that P ¼ 0.056 for WW). Differences among individual flies for WL and WW are highly significant with a substantial contribution accounted by sires' effects. Significant FA is indicated in both traits by their highly significant interaction mean squares, and the corresponding interaction components (r 2 I Â S ) provide an unbiased estimate of fluctuating asymmetry (FA10) because there is no indication of statistically significant additive genetic components for DA. As has been pointed out by Santos (2001) and is clearly obvious in Table 2 (for sums of Table 2 ) and r 2 w is the corresponding within family variation. This suggests a potentially useful but presumably inefficient way to test whether or not there is a heritable basis for FA in those situations were a half-sib breeding design is used and genetic variability in DA is found, something that does not apply here (see Appendix) . The magnitude of the measurement error variance relative to the interaction component is $6% for WL and $9% for WW. Hypothetical repeatabilities calculated from expression (1) were negative for both traits ()0.0411 for WL; )0.0407 for WW). Results are quite similar after using Whitlock's (1998) expression to estimate R (data not shown).
The estimates of the causal variance-covariance components for the size traits are given in Table 3 . Both WL and WW exhibit significant narrow-sense heritabilities and a large additive genetic correlation, in accordance with previous estimates in D. buzzatii (Thomas & Barker, 1993; Barker & Krebs, 1995; Leibowitz et al., 1995; Santos, 1996; Loeschcke et al., 1999) . Along with size traits, Table 3 also gives the estimates of causal variancecovariance components for un-transformed and Box-Cox transformed FA1 values, together with their approximate 95% jackknife confidence limits. Narrowsense heritabilities for FA WL are similar in both cases and comparable with the figures previously obtained in D. buzzatii males (0.035 and 0.056 from sires' effect; see Santos, 2001 ), but now the 95% jackknife confidence Table 1 Means (± SE) of the average wing length (WL) and wing width (WW) for the two repeated measures on each side in D. buzzatii males, for signed (R ) L) and unsigned |R ) L| asymmetries; and estimates of genetic (r 2 g ) and environmental (r 2 e ) variances and covariances together with correlations (q z ) stands for phenotypic, q g for additive genetic and q e for environmental). In parentheses are the 95% jackknife confidence intervals. All values were obtained from the original measurements expressed in mm. Table 3 for FA1 when they are divided by the negative repeatabilities reported above.
A close inspection to the distribution of FA1 values for WW after the Box-Cox transformation showed that Table 1 and text for details). §Estimated from the linear model since the average of the jackknife procedure is undefined. n.s.: P > 0.05, *P < 0.05.
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perfect normality was not achieved because the resulting distribution was significantly skewed to the left and platykurtic (qualitatively similar results were obtained with different power transformations; data not shown).
The fact that transforming the data to approximate normality causes FA WW heritability to become significantly negative raises strong caveats against the use of power transformations before subjecting FA data to statistical analyses. As Box-Cox transformations must spread out very small differences near 0 in order to generate a left tail in the distribution, they amplify differences in the left tail and reduce differences in the right tail of the data. It is obvious here that this procedure may cause bizarre results because the conclusion with un-transformed FA1 values that the heritability of FA in these functionally related wing characters of D. buzzatii is $0.037 makes more biological sense than that obtained after nonlinear transformation (Table 3) . The between-trait phenotypic correlation in FA was positive and statistically significant (n ¼ 789, Pearson's r ¼ 0.090; see Table 3 , third column. Spearman's r S ¼ 0.083; P ¼ 0.020. Figure 2 plots the relationship between FA WL and FA WW ), suggesting that underlying DI affects the wing characters similarly. However, it should be pointed out that signed asymmetries were also correlated (n ¼ 789, Pearson's r ¼ 0.202), and such correlation can affect the former correlation in the unsigned FA. Assuming that WL and WW roughly share the same developmental variances (recall that the genetic correlation between the two traits is $0.80 ;  Table 3 ), the correlation of unsigned asymmetry values would be approximately equal to repeatability (see Houle, 2000 and below) . However, R has previously been estimated as )0.041, which might indicate that other factors affect repeatability and between-trait correlation in FA (see below). Taking Pearson's FA correlation as a reliable estimate of repeatability gives an estimate of heritability for DI in D. buzzatii of h 2 DI % 0:41. This value is quite high and comparable in magnitude with the heritabilities of size-related traits (Table 3) , but falls within the range (0.35-0.55) predicted by Gangestad & Thornhill (1999; but see Van Dongen & Lens, 2000) . Interestingly, the genetic covariance between FA WL and FA WW is negative, which results in an effective between-trait additive genetic correlation of )1 (Table 3 ). This suggests strong constraints favouring the development of symmetric wings, and raises some concerns about the real biological significance of FA heritabilities for linear wing traits. Thus, it is not clear whether wing area (WA % WL · WW) or other traits such as aspect ratio (WL 2 ⁄ WW) or wing : thorax size ratio (an index of the wing area that supports the body mass, i.e. wing loading) are the principal targets of natural selection (Starmer & Wolf, 1989; Barker & Krebs, 1995; Azevedo et al., 1998) . However, flight performance (e.g. duration and speed of flight) is clearly a fitness-related trait in flying insects (Roff, 1977) that likely correlates better with any of those indexes than with the individual linear wing measurements (see Azevedo et al., 1998) . Assuming that WA is the real target of selection, it is of particular interest to estimate the heritability of FA WA because it has been argued that low heritabilities of FA result from a strong relationship between FA and fitness (see above).
Wing area was computed here as the product of the simultaneously taken WL and WW measurements for the same wing in a given session, and the square root of that product was used as the relevant variable. Heritability estimate of FA WA as obtained from the nested random ANOVA model was h Table 4 gives the results from model (2) when applied to ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi WA p as the dependent variable. Signed asymmetries show a slight but not significant tendency towards leptokurtosis (g 2 ¼ 0.251 ± 0.174) and the hypothetical repeatability estimated from expression (1) is R ¼ 0.055, roughly comparable with the previously reported between-trait phenotypic correlation in unsigned FA (see Table 3 and below). A significant level of DA is apparent in the data (ÔsidesÕ effect in Table 4 ; F 1,788 ¼ 4.26, P < 0.05), but there is not additive genetic contribution to DA and therefore r 2 IÂS ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi WA p Þ does seem to provide an unbiased estimate of FA (index FA10) for WA in this sample. The existence of DA could be possibly because of significant skewness in the trait distribution, but this does not apply here (g 1 ¼ 0.121 ± 0.087). The previous conclusion that there is little support for an additive genetic basis of FA WA does not change after correcting for DA. This was carried out by subtracting the mean of the right minus left differences from the signed differences between the sides, and then the absolute values of these (R ) L) differences were used to assess FA (Hutchison & Cheverud, 1995; Leamy, 1999) . In summary, the foregoing analyses provide little support for an additive genetic basis of FA in the composite trait that is probably most relevant as a target for natural selection (i.e. WA), and raise some important caveats on the biological and evolutionary relevance of FA heritabilities estimated from linear measurements.
Discussion
The high laboratory heritabilities detected here for sizerelated traits are in close agreement with those reported in the literature for Drosophila (e.g. Robertson, 1955 Robertson, , 1987 Ruiz et al., 1991; Scheiner et al., 1991; Thomas & Barker, 1993; Leibowitz et al., 1995; Santos, 1996; Loeschcke et al., 1999) and animals in general . Furthermore, a low heritability of fluctuating asymmetry for linear measurements is also in accordance with the results from a number of carefully conducted studies in different species 
n.s.: P > 0.05, *P < 0.05.
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(see Gangestad & Thornhill, 1999; Van Dongen & Lens, 2000; Fuller & Houle, 2002; see below) . However, contrary to my previous claims (Santos, 2001) , there is now some evidence as to suggest that FA for linear wing traits (WL, WW) in D. buzzatii does exhibit significant narrow-sense heritabilities. The pattern is similar in that both experiments render positive and comparable values for h 2 FA , but the statistical power was estimated to be very low ($10%) in the former experiment.
Some findings are, however, difficult to reconcile with the significant heritability of wing size asymmetry. Thus, if individual differences in DI exist within a population, individual asymmetry measures would follow different normal distributions of signed asymmetries and the population distribution of (R ) L) differences would necessarily show leptokurtosis (Wright, 1968; Houle, 1997 Houle, , 2000 Leung & Forbes, 1997; Gangestad & Thornhill, 1999) . In this study, however, signed asymmetries were normally distributed (see above), although there was a slight but not significant tendency towards leptokurtosis in both linear traits (g 2 ¼ 0.059 ± 0.174 for WL; g 2 ¼ 0.014 ± 0.174 for WW). Moreover, the additive genetic correlations between right and left wings were not significantly different from +1 (Table 1 ; for wing area, this genetic correlation was 1.0019). Essentially, this means that the size of these bilateral structures is determined by the same set of genes and, hence, the heritability of FA would be expected to be equal to zero (Roff, 1997) provided that no single gene exhibits differential expression on both sides.
The mutual interdependence between WL and WW is underscored by their high genetic correlation. Furthermore, the analyses revealed that FA of these two traits should be considered to be exactly of the same character because the genetic correlation was effectively equal to )1. As the heritability of FA WL (FA WW ) is very low, the phenotypic correlation is determined chiefly by the environmental correlation, which was positive (Table 3) . The between-trait phenotypic correlation also reduces to the repeatability in this situation (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) , which was estimated to be 0.090 (i.e. the upper limit to the heritability of FA) and different from the hypothetical repeatability of FA WL or FA WW (but not for FA WA ). It is no coincidence therefore that h 2 DI in D. buzzatii estimated from the positive FA heritabilities of linear wing size traits approaches the values predicted by Gangestad & Thornhill (1999) because the previous figure for repeatability is similar to the 0.072 level applied by these authors. A caveat: provided that Whitlock's (1996) model is a convenient approximation to reality, no positive heritability of FA (and therefore DI) could be found if R is negative. However, the hypothetical repeatability to translate patterns in FA to patterns in DI assumes (1) a sample of individuals with unknown different degrees of DI thus generating a leptokurtic distribution of signed asymmetries, and (2) the development of each trait is independent. These assumptions are violated here and may be the reason for the negative values of R obtained (see above). In addition, a potential problem with R is that it probably has a large sampling variance in situations where leptokurtosis is weak.
A qualitatively different pattern for asymmetry was observed when the nonlinear composite character WA was used in the analyses. Thus, a significant level of DA was detected for this trait (Table 4 ) and this is somewhat unexpected according to conventional wisdom in Drosophila (see below). It could be argued that statistical significance for DA would vanish here if probabilities from the F-tests were evaluated using the sequential Bonferroni procedure (Rice, 1989) . However, Klingenberg et al. (1998) and Klingenberg & Zaklan (2000) have recently found consistent and highly significant DA for shape variation in fly wings, and suggest that the systematic right-left differences imply the existence of a right-left developmental axis. In contrast to FA, a heritable basis for DA upon which natural selection could act has often been assumed (Palmer et al., 1993; Palmer, 1994) , and occasionally found (e.g. Leamy et al., 1997 Leamy et al., , 2000 in other organisms but Drosophila where genetic variation for DA has traditionally been considered to be lacking (e.g. Maynard Smith & Sondhi, 1960; Coyne, 1987; see Tuinstra et al., 1990 for a review). What are the evolutionary implications of Klingenberg et al.'s findings? Many studies have documented shape change in a number of Drosophila species (e.g. Cavicchi et al., 1991; Imasheva et al., 1995; Pezzoli et al., 1997; Huey et al., 2000) , and recent works using QTL mapping experiments (Zimmerman et al., 2000) and techniques for statistical shape analysis Gilchrist & Partridge, 2001 ) confirm that wing shape is regulated independently, and perhaps more directly, than wing size and probably subjected to strong stabilizing selection. Because overall wing asymmetry might be expected to impede flight performance (Møller & Swaddle, 1998) , Klingenberg et al. (1998) suggest that persistent selection against DA should oppose mutant alleles increasing this trait. There was no indication of additive genetic variance for wing size DA in D. buzzatii males (see also Santos, 2001 ). However, as far as I am aware there is no single study dealing with the heritability of wing shape DA in Drosophila. Whether DA in these flies can be a useful measure of developmental precision because of its lack of heritability -as repeatedly found in empirical studies (see above) and cogently argued by Graham et al. (1993a Graham et al. ( , 1998 and others -or may signal the presence of genetic variation in a phylogenetic conserved right-left developmental axisas discussed by Klingenberg et al. (1998; see Palmer, 1996 for a phylogenetic analysis of asymmetry variation) -is a significant challenge for evolutionary biologists studying the stability of morphology.
Perhaps most puzzling is that the half-sibling estimate of FA WA heritability was negative and not significantly different from zero, inspite of positive heritabilities for linear wing size FAs. The primordium of the Drosophila wing is divided in early development into two distinct portions originating from primordial cells in the imaginal disc, whose descendants (polyclones) never cross a certain demarcation line approximately located along the fourth longitudinal vein (Garcia-Bellido & de Celis, 1992; Stark et al., 1999) . This line represents the boundary of the anterior and posterior two wing compartments. Studies that have used morphometric approaches conclude that these major wing compartments behave as units of selection as they differentially contribute to wing size after laboratory thermal evolution (Cavicchi et al., 1985 (Cavicchi et al., , 1991 . Further analyses of morphological variation in natural populations also show that intervein regions represent further territories of genetic control of wing size and shape, and suggest that the growth properties of different wing territories are spatially coordinated (Pezzoli et al., 1997) . As a consequence, even if different units of selection seem to exist in the wing they are strongly constrained within the developmental programme. Does the strong negative genetic correlation between FA WL and FA WW found here mirror the developmental constraints in the wing? If so, why is there a lack of heritability for FA WA ? Are there genes specifically controlling for DI in D. buzzatii?
A hypothetical solution to the conundrum comes from the literature on trade-offs in fitness components (Rose, 1982 (Rose, , 1985 Curtsinger et al., 1994) . Thus, we could assume one diallelic locus with antagonistic pleiotropic effects on FA WL and FA WW that combine multiplicatively to produce overdominance for FA WA . In this situation we would expect additive genetic variation for FA WL (FA WW ), a negative genetic correlation between these two traits equal to )1, and a lack of narrow-sense heritability for FA WA . Unfortunately, the half-sib breeding design used here does not allow testing for dominance effects. However, some results suggest that the null hypothesis may not fit the FA WA data; namely, that the values for the right and left WA are drawn from the same normal distribution and, hence, variation in FA WA is homogeneous across families, thus reflecting random developmental noise (see Appendix). Although the scenario of overdominance in FA WA fits the suggestion that heterozygous individuals are developmentally more stable than their homozygous counterparts (see Clarke, 1993) , the available evidence here is extremely weak at best.
A recent new review of the studies reporting heritability estimates of FA (Fuller & Houle, 2002) concludes that average h 2 FA is 0.026 ± 0.015; and that the question of whether or not there is a heritable basis for FA (and hence DI) remains largely unresolved. Their survey can be criticized on the grounds that they have included studies where there is clear indication of genetic variance for DA (Leamy, 1999 ; see also Leamy et al., 1997, 2000 and Appendix) . However, an additional important point made by Fuller & Houle (2002) is that under the standard model of the relationship between FA and DI only half-sib experimental designs are reliable to study the heritability of FA. We are thus left with four studies (yielding 24 estimates) out of 21 summarized by Fuller & Houle that seem to have applied the suitable experimental methodology (Scheiner et al., 1991; Tomkins & Simmons, 1999; Wilsey & Saloniemi, 1999; Bjorksten et al., 2000) , albeit none of them explicitly tested for genetic variation of DA. Unweighted mean h 2 FA in these studies is 0.062, the same order of magnitude that I have found for heritabilities of FA WL (0.035 and 0.056 from sires' effect in Santos, 2001 , 0.038 in Table 3 ) and FA WW (0.036 in Table 3 ) in D. buzzatii. Combining all works unweighted mean h 2 FA ¼ 0:059 ðh 2 FA ¼ 0:053 after including the negative FA WA heritability, see above). Obviously, the important question is to know whether or not this figure reflects a genuine biological phenomenon thus indicating that underlying genetic variation for DI might be widespread.
However, the use of standard half-sib breeding designs might not be enough to satisfactorily deal with the problem of the genetical basis of FA. It is axiomatic in quantitative genetics that a positive heritability indicates the presence of polymorphic genes whose segregating alleles differentially affect trait's expression (Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Lynch & Walsh, 1998) . But this is not necessarily true for FA; Klingenberg & Nijhout (1999) have shown that low heritabilities of FA can occur without any genetic variance or even the presence of an underlying mechanism that stabilizes the development of a trait. In their model the heritable component of FA results from the same loci that affect the left ⁄ right mean of the trait, a mechanism that does not apply in D. buzzatii because there was no relationship between trait size and FA (see also Loeschcke et al., 1999 Loeschcke et al., , 2000 . Nevertheless, the fact that left ⁄ right wing sizes are determined by the same set of genes is difficult to reconcile with the presence of special genetic mechanisms that stabilize left ⁄ right development in D. buzzatii. The question of whether or not there are genes specifically controlling for DI in this species cannot be satisfactorily answered with the present results. Although I fully agree with Fuller & Houle (2002) in that detection of additive genetic effects on asymmetry is a challenging experimental task, it is unlikely that the use of classical methodologies in quantitative genetics will provide any definitive answer on the genetical basis of DI. In fact, the problem will remain largely unsolved if asymmetry studies continue to be conducted, as in the majority of published works, using organisms where detailed genetic and molecular analyses are not possible (but see Leamy et al., 1997 Leamy et al., , 1998 Leamy et al., , 2000 , for remarkable exceptions). Meanwhile, the whole subject of FA will remain largely speculative. developmental noise (Palmer & Strobeck, 1986) , we can proceed as follows. Let us assume here and without lost of generality that n ¼ 1 as in the actual experimental design with D. buzzatii. From each sire's family we can obtain an estimate of r The standard model of the relationship between FA and DI assumes that the distribution of signed asymmetries will be leptokurtic if developmental instability is heterogeneous between individuals (see above). Figure A1 could be looked at as another way to test normality of signed asymmetries, but in this case family variances are the essential units of measurement. In addition, the test is based on unbiased estimates of FA, something that does not happen with index FA4 when there is genetic variation for DA.
